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Islam is a political system with its own body of laws called Sharia. Sharia law is based on entirely

different principles than our laws. Many of these laws concern the non-Muslim.  What does Sharia

law mean for the citizens of this state? How will this affect us? What are the long-term effects of

granting Muslims the right to be ruled by Sharia, instead of our laws? Each and every demand that

Muslims make is based on the idea of implementing Sharia law in America. Should we allow any

Sharia at all? Why? Why not? How can any political or legal authority make decisions about Sharia

law if they do not know what it is? Is this moral?  The answers to all of these questions are found in

this book.
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Bill Warner holds a PhD in physics and math. He has been a university professor businessman, and

applied physicist.  Dr. Warner s training in scientific theory and mathematics shaped how he

analyzed Islamic doctrine. The first step was realizing that the Islamic texts had been made

deliberately difficult to read and comprehend. A program, the Trilogy Project, was created to strip

away the confusion in the texts. It became clear that Islam is not constructed on the same

civilizational principles as the rest of the world. Simple statistical methods revealed that dualism and

submission were the foundational principles of Islamic doctrine.  Dr. Warner founded the Center for

the Study of Political Islam (CSPI) and is its director. He has produced a dozen books, including a

Koran, a biography of Mohammed and a summary of the political traditions of Mohammed. He also

developed the first self-study course on Political Islam.



Very informative!

Simple, succinct, easy to understand. Quick reference to understand fundamentals of Islam and

difference between the religion and the political arms of Islam. Though Islam means "submission" it

means submission of everyone to Arabic Islam. Thus, in practice it differs little from any other

tyranny with an elite leadership.

Really helped understand the Quran because it is difficult to read even though parts come from the

new testament and the old testament, it is very different.

dr bill warner does an outstanding job of laying this out to study and learn the trtuh

This is a book of few words but great import. In a very pages the author gives a succinct outline of

what is involved in Sharia Law and how it works within society. The view is dark - even sinister - by

Western standards. Hence the book, short as it is, is a true eye-opener not the least for those who

might have hitherto refused to see what ought to be obvious to all who live on this earth and have

ears to listen and eyes to see.

I highly recommend this book because it is condensed and those who say they have no time for

reading are thwarted. What is brought out to see is backed up with verse. The European situation

proves everything stated in this book. Islam is now Americas caner.

This book is an easy read providing the reader with an understanding of Sharia and it's impact to

Islamic believers and non-believers. I highly recommend this book.

this book is thin enough to take with you for an hour long wait . concentrated materiel with

references . everything about it is great .
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